Graduate Council 2019-2020

Dr. Godfrey Gibbison, Interim Dean of the Graduate School – Chair
Dr. Jon Hakkila, Associate Dean of the Graduate School

Quorum requires 50% of membership to be present for discussion of business
Passage of an action requires 51% of membership to be present
Membership includes: graduate programs (32), school representatives (6), ex-officio (3), Dean & Associate Dean (2)

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
SR    unfilled

Arts & Cultural Management Certificate
PD    Dr. Karen Chandler

Community Planning, Policy, & Design MA
PD    Dr. R. Grant Gilmore III (Art and Architectural History)

Historic Preservation MS
PD    Dr. Jon Marcoux

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SR    Rafael Teixeira (Supply Chain & Information Management)

Accountancy MS
PD    Dr. Roger Daniels (Accounting and Legal Studies)

Business Administration MBA
PD    Mr. Ron Magnuson

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
SR    Dr. Bob Perkins (Teacher Education)

Early Childhood Education MAT
PD    Dr. Kelley White (Teacher Education)

Elementary Education MAT
PD    Dr. Brian Lanahan (Teacher Education)

Gifted & Talented Education Certificate
PD    Dr. Julie Dingle Swanson (Teacher Education)
Middle Grades Education MAT
PD  Dr. William Veal (Teacher Education)

Languages MEd
English to Speakers of Other Languages Certificate
PD  Dr. Emily Beck (Hispanic Studies)

Performing Arts Education MAT
PD  Dr. Laura Turner (Theatre and Dance)

Science & Mathematics for Teachers MEd
PD  Dr. John Peters (Biology)

Special Education Certificates
PD  Dr. Adam Jordan (Teacher Education)

Teaching, Learning, & Advocacy MEd
PD  Dr. Emily Skinner (Teacher Education)

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
SR  Dr. Vince Benigni (Communication)

Child Life MS
PD  Dr. Susan Simonian (Psychology)

Communication MA
PD  Dr. Mike Lee

Creative Writing MFA
PD  Dr. Emily Rosko (English)

English MA
PD  Dr. Julia Eichelberger (Fall 2019)
PD  Dr. Mike Duvall (Spring 2020)

History MA
PD  Dr. Jason Coy

Public Administration MPA
PD  Dr. Judy Millesen (Political Science)

Urban & Regional Planning Certificate
PD  Dr. Gerald Gordon

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES, CULTURES, AND WORLD AFFAIRS
SR  Dr. Susan Divine (Hispanic Studies)
**SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS**

**SR**  Dr. Allan Strand (Biology) (Fall 2019)

**SR**  *unfilled* (Spring 2020)

**Computer & Information Sciences MS**

**Cybersecurity Certificate**

**Information Systems Certificate**

**Software Engineering Certificate**

**PD**  Dr. Renée McCauley

**Data Science & Analytics MS**

**PD**  Dr. Renée McCauley (Computer Science)

**Environmental & Sustainability Studies MS**

**PD**  Dr. Annette Watson (Political Science)

**Marine Biology MS**

**PD**  Dr. Craig Plante (Biology)

**Mathematical Sciences MS**

**Operations Research Certificate**

**Statistics Certificate**

**PD**  Dr. Alex Kasman

**PD**  Dr. Jiexiang Li

**Ex-Officio**

Dr. Sandy Slater, Chair, Faculty Committee on Graduate Education

Dr. Fran Welch, Interim Provost, Academic Affairs

Mikey Zinn, President, Graduate Student Association